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Solution Overview

About Tensor Networks
Multidimensional data is becoming ubiquitous across

domains as data is increasingly being gathered. Big data

such as multimedia data (high definition video, radar

signatures, x-ray images, etc.) requires a paradigm shift

in processing performance at the edges-of-data in order

to efficiently analyze such enormous data-sets for

real-time analysis and situational awareness. Particularly

important is at the network edge where latency-sensitive

decision criteria must be met with locally distributed

processing capabilities. High-performance computing

must be available locally and not dependent upon

centralized processing and connectivity. In order to move such high-performance processing

capabilities to the edge we must leverage acceleration technologies embedded into the

edge-network. For this we utilize Tensor core processors. Tensors - which are multidimensional

generalizations of matrices, provide the performance needed for such large data-sets and for

low-latency sensor response for real-time applications and services. Matrix-OS enables

algorithms which converge data networking and high-performance computing. Tensor Networks

deliver 10X the Performance, 10X Less Cost, and 10X More Sustainability than traditional

solutions.

Matrix-OS is designed to support Tensor Core Processors at every endpoint in the system and

be able to leverage them in a parallel distributed computing fashion so that there is no single

point of failure in the system. The more available systems participating the more computing

capacity is available. In other words, “the network is the computer”. This is a force-multiplying

command and controls secure architecture available across domains inclusive of artificial

intelligence and machine learning.
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About Tensor Networks

About Tensor Networks
“Our mission is to provide secure open-architecture systems that are modular

and scalable leveraging matrix-multiply algorithms for high-performance

computing and connectivity. The intent of Matrix-OS is to be the connectivity

between devices and systems enabling neural networking applications and

services for real-time situational awareness.”
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